Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 9-15-13
This week is a week that I am going to talk in depth about tournament preparation. I have spent morning and evening at
Conway Farms in Lake Forest at the BMW championship and so I will be discussing much of what I have been involved
with this week and how it has led to a successful event with millions of viewers watching around the world as the tour
season comes to a climax.
Temperatures this week have been a little bit difficult but it does seem that relief has arrived and in fact that we have
cooled down with no stress on turfgrass. I would think many of us would like to see some rain however – drought
conditions have not exactly gone away!
Climate:
This week I will relate the climate into how we managed the course through the tournament. Many of you will know
that weather can make or break a tournament and so how you manage around it may help create a successful event. As
we can see in figure 1 the early part of this week was hot with temperatures above 90°F for 3 of the days. As the week
progressed however there was a dramatic fall off. Soil temperatures actually got clearly above 81°F for the first time this
year. Photoperiod however reduced much of the stress that would have occurred in July / August with similar
temperatures.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 1. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013.

Rainfall this week did occur and it was spotty yet again. As the tournament worked through it, consultations with the
tour weather man and many eyes were cast towards the radar. The precipitation that did fall varied. As I was out in
Woodstock, IL with Mr. B. Kronn Sr. the rain really came down but Conway ended up with 0.04”. Sunshine course saw
0.08” on the same day (Figure 2). This softened the greens somewhat and is unfortunately one issue that is very hard to
control. That is of course unless there is a budget to buy SubAir!
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Figure 2. Precipitation at Sunshine course, Lemont IL, September 2013.
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Humidity was somewhat problematic from the green speed and firmness early in the week. The high humidity we
experienced early in the week meant that water management was somewhat difficult (Figure 3). This changed however
later in the week as the wind picked up and created some incredibly good drying conditions. Values for green speeds
and firmness increased and decreased respectively.
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Figure 3. Humidity hours above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013
Light intensities were still high but not extreme and the total daily light integrals like last week did not get into the 40-50
mol m2 d1. The light however helped to heat the surfaces in the mornings and get the heavy dew off them on some of
the days – it had reformed on two of the tournaments days. The light also through Saturday made for excellent viewing
conditions and with ~140,000 expected in through the gates – it made for a cracking event. Of course – Sunday may not
finish it off perfectly – but we will see!
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Figure 4. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois September 2013
Central Illinois is still in the throes of a lack of rain with only 0.14 inches of rain versus the 1.2 inches lost through
evapotranspiration. Temperatures on three of the days ran above 90°F but again have taken a nose dive late in the week
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Maximum and minimum air temperatures September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL
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Figure 6. Daily evapotranspiration rates and rain fall September 2013, Peoria CC, Peoria County, IL

Tournament Week:
Monday:
Crew and volunteers arrived between 4.45 and 5.00am. There was some trepidation within the crowd but many people
were excited to be there and yet again another great crowd in to help out for the week. Chad Ball CGCS and Connor
Healy were our fearless leaders and they worked together with Paul Vermeulen, Director, Competitions Agronomy for
the PGA Tour to guide us through the day to day processes of the week. The jobs were designated (Picture 1), and
crowds eagerly headed out. Standard practices of mowing, rolling and preparation were handed out. However
additional jobs such as fluffing rough were handed out as the production of the course for consistent play and television
became a priority. Bunkers were cleaned, raked and cleaned and raked again ahead of the first event of the week on
Monday afternoon while based on soil moisture values, firmness values and weather predictions decisions were made
on rolling and mowing.
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Picture 1. Connor Healy Asst Supt at Conway Farms (middle right standing) designating jobs for the day.
Many vendors and tent erection crews were still evident at this stage but for the most part the course was in need of
finishing rather than anything else. Large scale work on bunkers occurred earlier in the year and the buildup has been
ongoing for two years. Into the darkness we proceeded and as the sun rose the course started to take shape. Firmness
values are also taken morning and evening along with moisture values and green speeds. The three of these values are
combined to understand whether or not rolling and mowing should be altered for each day. Other things such as
permitting, car park areas and road setup for traffic control had been worked out at least a year in advance.
At the end of the day, cleanup was more important after the play and some preparation for the next day was also
carried out. Greens were not mowed but divots were picked up and refilled. Material was put back in place along cart
paths where needed and debris was cleaned as needed. Greens speeds were measured again (Picture 2) and firmness
was evaluated to monitor change over the day. Food for breakfast was sponsored by Costco that day while Pro-Gro
came up with the pizza for dinner! It was a healthy week and Eggshells donuts were a highlight (or lowlight!) every
morning.
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Picture 2. Tim Davis (l) and Ed Fisher (r) working the stimpmeter on number 8 at Conway Farms, Lake Forest, IL.
Tuesday:
Tuesday the same routine occurred with all volunteers for the day reported and ready for duty at 5am. There was
practice times on Tuesday as well as forecasts of extreme heat. The talk was about managing water and maintaining turf
quality in the conditions for many of us and hand watering was the process favored throughout the whole week. No
over head irrigation was used for more than one or two head turns on the rough and fairways but the greens stayed dry.
Greens firmness and speeds started to pick up as the surfaces begun to dry out – forecast for Wednesday however was
not ideal with some rain and so concern as to how dry it would get in the heat of the day was there. Cart path clean up
and final movement of some heavier advertising hoardings also went on at this time (Picture 3.) The course came
through unscathed and we were fed by Costco in the morning again, while in the afternoon we were treated to dinner
via Pendleton Turf. All control products had been in place from the week previously and so no problems were noted
after the stressful day. The humidity however meant that not much moisture was pulled out of the greens and so hand
watering was minimal. Divot repair crews were in action again as well as blowers cleaning debris in many places.
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Picture 3. The MINI® made an appearance….

Wednesday:
The grey shirted crew kindly outfitted by Turf Ventures and Floratine were all lined up and ready to go again Wednesday
morning – although there was a slightly more palpable excitement in the crowd. Fairways were mowed once again as
well as dew removal with whips to pick up any clippings that were left behind due to the heavy dew. Prior to that,
donuts from Costco and coffee were the starting point! Wednesday was also Pro-Am day and players got their first
glimpse at the course close to tournament set up – responses were extremely favorable. Lines were re mowed on
fairways and surrounds (Picture 4). Conserv FS were very kind to provide the sustenance that evening. Rain did fall but
not in a huge volume and so Mr. C Ball CGCS was happy enough with the result.
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Picture 4. Mr. D. Schlagetter knocking the dew of fairways and mowing lasers…
Thursday:
Everybody was ready to get going on Thursday morning and the tournament had finally arrived. Cups and pins were set
by the PGA tour but the trusty Mr. D. Radaj was a capable hole cutter for the week on the front nine (Picture 5). Play did
not start until 10am so that allowed for some freedom on time of set up. Irrigation on the greens was withheld at this
stage due to the rainfall the day before. Chad also managed to put in the bunker cam on the 15th greenside bunker as
well (Picture 6). Greens speeds had slowed marginally due to the moisture while firmness also decreased. Greens were
single cut and rolled and roughs were fluffed along with all other types of manicuring (Picture 7). That night Arthur
Clesens stepped up with dinner.
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Picture 5. Mr. D. Radaj getting a lesson in cup cutting from tutor Mr. D. Blomquist….

Picture 6. Mr. Chad Ball CGCS installing the bunker cam!
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Picture 7. Blowing leaves off the greens occurred morning and evening – labor intensive!
Friday:
Post wind and drying the greens had really firmed up and so mowing and rolling were only carried out one time get
satisfactory surfaces. Nobody had any inclination about what was to take place later that day and in truth the score that
Jim Furyk posted (Picture 7), was a fantastic reflection on the playability of the course. Once again the players were
effusive in their responses on course quality. Golf didn’t start until 10 AM again and more volunteers showed up. People
were assigned jobs to repair some of the cart path wear while others were given the task of helping pack, rake and
water bunkers to create consistent surfaces. Clesens again really stepped up to plate some steaks on the Friday dinner
run!
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Picture 7. The result of a record tying round of golf for Jim Furyk on Friday.

Saturday:
Rough fluffing post dry conditions was a must (Picture 8), also some mowing of roughs in the deep area took place. Play
however was off at around 7am with a change in groupings. The pressure was on and the routine changed a little.
Everyone started on 1 and worked forward. Water was applied based on moisture values and predicted weather while
once again greens were single mowed and rolled to get the speed into the range that the PGA tour was aiming for.

Picture 8. Michael Miracle getting some rough standing on end around the greens edge.
Crowds were in early and everyone pushed hard to get off the course so to not interfere with play. This is difficult to do
day to day and so remember that tournament preparation like this can really only occur once a year. Following play
work again started on hole #1 to reduce any possible interference with players. Everyone worked in order with mowers
working odd and even holes as they ‘hop scotched’ over each other to get through the job as quick as possible. The
course was again gaining rave reviews and there was no follow up of the 59 heroics! Reinders kept us alive with food at
the end of the day! We also had some kids in from the First Tee in Chicago who got the have the fantastic experience of
shadowing some of the jobs in preparation for the event.
Sunday:
It can only be a prediction – but rainfall will make for some difficulty. It may also help if it stays away until later in the
day! As far as a winner – who knows!!! It has been a fantastic week and everyone has worked extremely hard. Chad Ball,
Connor Healy must be commended for the course and their staff of course worked like Trojans to get the job done. Any
time you get a chance to help out on something like this – DO IT!!!
Pests:
This week the weather brought some dollar spot and a report of brown patch. Insects spotted included some Japanese
beetles still running about while some grub activity has been noticed. Knotweed still is causing problems but we are now
getting to the end of the year so value in control maybe limited. Marking where the problems are now however may
provide you with a head start on a difficult annual problem going into next year.

Management strategy:
This upcoming week and Monday in particular is the annual Wee One fundraiser. This event has gone from strength to
strength and has helped the foundation donate over $600,000 to eligible candidates. Since its inception in 2004 the
foundation has hosted many events which raise funds to help superintendents, course employees and family members
of golf course industry people with heavy medical bills.
The foundation is one of the many efforts that the turfgrass industry is involved in which tries to help people out – it is a
501c3 organization and so you can obtain a tax letter for your taxes in the next year if so desired. It is something that
everyone should get involved in and it’s a great time of year to help out – if you didn’t do anything this year for the
event or the foundation – consider it next year! This may not be a management strategy but it is something that you
may need help with down the road and so be aware that you can help yourself as well as others by getting involved.
FINALLY!!!
Last week was of course unfair – it was the result of an earthquake in New Zealand…..
The table has stayed the same since last week
1 K. Sams
2 K. Goss
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
This week is somewhat easier…..

T. White
D. Davis
K. Peterson
B. Thompson
D. Groelle
J. Anderson
J. VerCautren
B. Bossert
A. Palos

9
7
6
5
5
4
4
3
3
3
3

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 9-5-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update09_05_13.cfm.
As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

